
A short instruction



Included in delivery
 4 pieces of U-Bolts each with two thumbscrews, protective caps

and one plate
 Different possibilities to mount:  if you use T-adapters then take

the thumbscrews of the U-Bolts
 Tension belts, for example to fix the skis and equipment in the

box in general

 ->     4 x

 2 keys ( 1 key extra )



Step 1: Check the roof rack
 Our roof boxes can be mounted on every typical roof rack

 In case you have a roof rack called „Votex“ ( for example of 
companies like VW/Audi) with an inserted C-profile you
can mount the roof box instead of U-Bolts with the extra 
available T-adapter kit (with costs)

 -> Please assemble the existing roof rack as instructed by
the producer on the roof of your car

 Choose between mounting the box with U-Bolts or T-
adapters ( In case you have ordered the T-adapters extra )

 Be aware that the maximum load with T-adapters is 95 kg

 An explanation for both mounting possibilities is following



Example of a correct installation of 
a roof rack



Step 2: Put the box on roof rack
(mounting with U-Bolts)
 Look at the hole pattern

 Install the roof box on the roof rack with a distance of 
the U-Bolts as large as possible

 Lead the U-Bolts in each case around the traverse in 
the roof box 

 Put the rectangular plates on the endpiece of the U-
Bolts; Use the thumbscrews to screw it

 Then put the protective caps on the endpieces of the
U-Bolts



Lead the U-Bolts around the traverse 
in the box; put on the plate and screw
it



Alternatively: 
mounting the box with
T-adapters

Open the cover at 
the side

-> Then put in the
T-adapter



Lift the box and 
place the T-adapter
in each case under
the slot



Drop the box and 
close the cover of 
the roof rack

-> Now you can see
the T-adapter in the
box



Put the plate on the
T-adapter

Use the thumbscrew
to screw it



Step 3: How to adjust the box
 In longitudinal direction: neither ahead, nor behind

the box should jut out the shape of the car

 In transverse direction: install the box as much as 
possible in center

-> balanced load distribution and aerodynamical
upstream-flow



How you use the box
 Usually you can open the

boot lid without any
problems

 By pushing the lock you
can open the box 

 The band is useful to 
close the box



Hints for care
 Clean the locks best with gun-oil

 Do not use an open flame for defrosting

 Keep the plungers of the gas pressure dampers clean 
and dry

 Please do not use care products



Hints for safety
 The roof load stated by the car-producer should not be

exceeded

 Please make sure that the box is closed before you
drive

 The driving charasteristics of the car is influenced by
the box

 -> adjust your driving style and speed

 Please check the bolted connection as often as possible
and fix it if necessary



Caution!

 When closing the box, please make sure that the belt is
inside the box and that it‘s not engaged in the lock!



Your MOBILA-Team


